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Week 4 
From the President 

Over many years there have been instances where teams have been incorrectly graded into a 
competition that does not adequately reflect their skills and ability level. This creates concerns in 
terms of safety, psychological damage and ultimately the children’s enjoyment of the game which 
may impact on their ongoing participation in this sport.  

Unfortunately this has affected some teams at our Club this year, and despite experiencing some 
very difficult and challenging matches to start the season, they have demonstrated a very admirable 
and commendable level of determination and team spirit. 

Our Club recently made representations to Newcastle Football regarding introducing a re-grade 
system as a viable option in future competitions within junior football.  

Every season the KSFC committee works tirelessly to register and grade all of the competition teams, 
which is quite a difficult process is given that we hold the trials in Summer and most players haven’t 
touched a football since the previous season.  

The past 2 season our Club used a newly designed system to assist with grading and we also 
developed a grading policy. Whilst in the Clubs history there has been a philosophy to grade all 
players based upon their skill and ability levels, over recent years there has been an increasing 
interest for teams to remain with the same players from the transition between SSF and competition 
levels and participate in a lower grade at a community level. 

To assist with updating our grading policy to be one that best suits the needs of all Club members, 
the KSFC committee will soon be releasing a survey to identify our members’ views on this issue. 
Once this is released, we would appreciate your time and effort in completing the survey.  

Happy Mother’s Day 

On behalf of all the kids and fathers of Kotara South FC, we would like to extend a big thank you to 
all the mothers of our Club and we hope that you have a terrific time on your special day of the year! 
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Match results 

U6 Lions v Wallsend 

Under 6 Lions were a bit outclassed on the weekend, with the strong Wallsend team showing 
the benefits of already playing a full season last year. A good effort from all the boys who 
tried hard all game, making us very proud with none of the players losing interest. Special 
players this week included Lawson, Matty, Luke and Darcy. Hopefully we are just on the 
verge of a form reversal and some winning lollypops to follow!  
 

U12D 12 v Medowie 0 (Rd 2) 

As per our Rnd 1 match, the game started fairly evenly. Once the boys settled into a rhythm, 
however, the goals started to flow. Great passing & positional play saw us take a 5-0 lead into 
oranges. Interestingly, the best player in that 1st half was Jake Kinkade in the backs. He was 
hungry for the ball, was in the right position every time, & with Thomas, Griffin & Oscar 
shut down every attacking raid by the opposition. The 2nd half saw us add another 7 goals, 
with 7 players getting on the score sheet. Noah Dearing & James Crosland played their 1st 
game of the season & added real spark to the mids & the front. Noah was everywhere & 
stunned the opposition with his speed, whilst James C  scored a cracking right footer & ran 
until he was physically crook! Josh Mamic added 5 to his 4 goals in Rnd 1. Great effort by 
all, team.   

U12D 3 v Seaham 0 

A young Seaham side (most are U’11s playing up) started well & were keener than our boys 
to get to the ball. Whilst we had the best of the territory for most of the 1st half, their defence 
did a good job & kept us out. Nil all at half time. Coach & manager asked for an increase to 
the hunger for the pill & to maintain ball control, in the half time break. The boys responded 
immediately, & within 7 mins of the 2nd half we had knocked in 3: 2 to Josh & 1 to James C. 
Much more cohesive effort in that 2nd half. Thomas was great at the back & in the mids, again 
as was Jake at the back & Noah in the mids.  Gappsy’s passing & through balls are good to 
watch, & Eth is a rock in between the sticks. The boys are working well @ training, with lots 
of energy & enthusiasm. We’ve got some tougher games coming up, so will need to keep up 
the intensity. Justin C & myself are having a ball coaching these boys – well done, parents, 
on a group of well mannered & team spirited sons. 

U14 

After struggling for numbers prior to the season commencing, the team is coming together 
nicely and has played some great football in the opening three rounds of the competition. 
 
Round 1: v Singleton (away)           Kotara 1 def Singleton 0  
Round 2: v Cardiff (home)             Kotara 5 def Cardiff 3 
Round 3: v Rutherford (away)    Kotara 5 def Rutherford 1 
          



New players to the team have complemented our existing setup and the team is working as a 
solid unit all over the park. From Thomas McNally, Luke Muller, Hamish Moyes, Breanna 
Harding and Lachlan Price at the back, to our creative midfield of Alex Goncalves, Jake 
Holdsworth, Erin Cleaver Gus Spencer and Stella Flick, and up front to our powerful strikers 
Cooper Smith, Will Ferguson and Daniel Hoskins. 3 wins from 3 is a great start to the season. 
Well done. 

U15B 1 v Lambton 5 
May the 4th be with you was an outstanding day for soccer. A lot of excitement around this 
game as the Lambton Jaffas scored 11 goals in their past 2 games. Jaffa's drew first blood 
with a long shot at goals. Plenty of confident saves by Lachlan and shouts of keeper 
motivated the defence.We finally got a corner only to have the Jaffa's move the ball from one 
end of the field to the other and score. Jaffa's 2 Tigers nil. Kingston found some open ground 
and had a clean shot at goals only to have the ball narrowly go over the cross bar. 
Jaffa's strike again. 3-0 
 
Halftime arrives and the coach inspires the troops with plenty of words. It works, the boys 
come out firing and Jacob jumps on the loose ball and slots it in the net. Tigers back in the 
game. Jaffa's 3 Tigers 1. Plenty of defence fron the Tigers all day but the Jaffa's show why 
they are leading the competition...4-1. A bit of argy bargy and the Jaffa's get a dot shot. Joe 
sensationally dives and saves the goal. That keeps our penalty defence at perfect. 
Valiant effort by Joe couldn't stop the 5th. Final score 5 - 1 
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